Pollination Scavenger Hunt
Begin at the kiosk at the No. 1 Japanese Town Site. Use the PLEASE
replace and hide boxes as found. We have had issues in the past with boxes going
missing or being moved.
We would be so grateful if you could take photos of your experience and share
them with us. Please send them to dv8education@gmail.com .
Clue 1: Facing the #7 sign look forward and to your RIGHT. Spot a large
coniferous tree. The box is hidden here.
Clue 2: Find the spot where the old school used to be (site #5). Can you find the
four concrete pillars that once supported the now absent building? Standing on the
main path, looking into the forest, head LEFT past one of pillars (that is falling
apart with lots of glass jars and rusty things). You will come up to a ridge. Head
RIGHT along the ridge (but don’t go down the hill) and look LEFT for a large
Douglas Fir and smaller Cedar leaning away from it. The next box is hiding
somewhere here.
Clue #3: Get back onto the main path. Starting from the edge of the forest, head
into the forest. (This is important so that you don’t miss the next box). Pass the
upside down bucket on your RIGHT and continue down the main path. At the

“bottom”, you will notice glass bottles on branches to your RIGHT and two rotting
stumps on your LEFT. Stop here. Looking further to your LEFT you will see another
rotting stump about 50m away. The box is hidden there.
Clue #4: Go back to the main path and continue further into the forest. On your
RIGHT you will find part of a rusty object on a small stump. It has a handle. Face it
and look for large rotting stump at your one o’clock (about 20 m away).
Clue #5: Return to the main trail to junction. Please remember this junction for
later. Take the LEFT fork. Look for a taller stump on your LEFT that looks
somewhat burned at the top. It is at the edge of the wetlands. Between this
burned stump and the Cedar on the LEFT, look for the next box.
Clue #6: Return to the path and stay on it as it curves to the RIGHT. You will
notice blue flagging on the LEFT. Can you spot the log “bridge” crossing swampy
water? Can you see the big old growth stump? Look there for the next box.
Clue #7: Continue along the path towards the creek. Go to rocky beach and head to
the far right. Locate the next box here.
Clue #8: Head back to the junction that you came to earlier on. (The one I told you
to remember in clue #5). Take the path you have NOT yet been on, so don’t go
back. Cruise along this unfamiliar trail for awhile until you see the first pink dot on

a tree. The final treasure is hiding behind a fallen rotting log BEHIND the dotted
tree.
You can return to the parking lot by continuing along the path to Comox Rd.
Once you hit the road go LEFT along the Wellington Colliery. This will take you
back to town site. Of course, you can double-back.
Please let me know how things went. I’d love any feedback you have to offer.
Thank you for playing.
(Ms) Renee from DV8 Education

